
Right Angle Weave
Pearl Cuffs



Materials

John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads in Size 6/0

Phoenix Ashes Mix SKU 10627174

Amethyst Glow SKU 10627189

John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads in Size 11/0

Transparent Black Diamond Luster SKU 10627237

White Marble Glass Round Pearls SKU 10594109

Light Pink / Natural Glass Round Pearls SKU 10547885

Magnetic Rounded Barrel Clasp SKU 10442980 (silver)

SKU 10185347 (copper)

Wildfire Beading Thread .006 SKU 10470337

or .008 SKU 10472084

Tools

Size #10 Hard Beading Needle SKU 10332394

Precision Scissors SKU 10591717

Beading Mat SKU 10348546

Skill Level - Intermediate

Time to Complete - 1 Hour



Create a shaped cuff with John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads to

feature a strand of gorgeous, glass pearls! In this project we will

create two-column, flat, right-angle-weave and embellish it with 4mm

glass pearls. As the pearls are added, the cuff will begin to form a

curved shape. The bracelet is embellished along each side with seed

beads. Create this design in any colors!

Legend

S6 - Size 8/0 Seed Bead

S11 - Size 11/0 Seed Bead

GP - 4mm Glass Pearl

Step 1

Cut 75"[191 cm] of Wildfire Beading Thread. Note you can use .006 or

.008 size. Thread a Size #10 Hard Beading Needle and fold over the

thread to a comfortable working length. Leaving a 15" [38.1 cm] tail,

pick up (4) S6 beads and pass back through all the beads again.

Continue through the next (2) S6.

Step 2

Pick up (3) S6. Pass back through the S6 your thread was exiting.

Repeat this pass through all the beads again, then continue through

the next (2) S6. 



Step 3

Pick up (3) S6. Pass back through the S6

your thread was exiting. Repeat this pass

through all the beads. Continue through

the next S6.

Tip: The thread only enters a bead that is

at a right angle to it.

Step 4

Pick up (2) S6. Pass through the top bead

of the row below. Continue through the

next S6 at a right angle to it. Pass

through all the beads again, then

continue to exit from the first S6 added in

this step.

Step 5

Pick up (3) S6. Pass back through the S6

your thread was exiting. Pass through all

the beads again. Continue through the

next (3) S6 and then go through the S6 in

the next column.



Step 6

Pick up (2) S6. Pass through the next S6

at a right angle and pass back through

the S6 your thread is exiting. Pass

through all the beads again. Go through

the next (2) S6.

Step 7

Repeat Steps 2 through 6 to desired

length. Tip: add 1/2 "[1.27 cm] to desired

length.  

Step 8

With your thread exiting from the position

shown in Step 6, go through the next S6 at a

right angle. [Pick up (1) GP and go through

the next S6 that is straight on from the one

your thread is exiting] to the end of your

bracelet.

As you add each GP bead, your bracelet will

curve as you go.

Turn and go through the next S6 at a right

angle.



Share your design with

#MakeItWithMichaels 

and #JohnBead

Step 9

Pick up (1) S6 and go through the next S6 at a

right angle to it. [Pick up (1) S6 and continue

through the next S6 that is straight on from

it] to the end of the bracelet. Pick up (1) S6 and

go through the next S6 that is at a right angle.

Pick up (1) S11, the Clasp, and (1) S11. Go

through the next S6 that is straight on from it.

Weave around the beads at right angles (do

not go through the pearls) to exit from the S6

before the clasp.

Step 10

Reinforce the clasp and go through the next

S6. Repeat Step 9 down the other side of the

bracelet.

Step 11

Weave in working and tail threads. Weave in

following the thread path through the right-

angle base weave. Trim remaining thread.


